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Black Magnolia: 
Counter-Narrating a Plantation Tourist Site

Connor Hamm

In 1870 Reverend John Grimké Drayton (1816-1891) oversaw what many people believed was a miraculous conversion: the Episcopal minister had transformed his rice plantation into a 500-acre garden and opened it to the public as a tourist site, making the property located in Charleston, South Carolina, the first plantation attraction in the postbellum Deep South.¹ Magnolia Plantation was now Magnolia Gardens, an extravagant English country-style garden where rare camellias and azaleas triumphed into floral jungles; a collection of Japanese-style footbridges festooned man-made ponds; a maze of rose hedges fostered an aristocratic flair; and a potpourri of cypresses, live oaks, and of course, magnolias swayed in the humid coastal breeze.² The estate soon became a nationally-known destination that hosted hundreds of visitors annually and featured prominently in newspapers, magazines, and travel guides, which referred to Magnolia with such effusive sobriquets as “Charleston’s Fairy-Land” and “Elysium.”³

This seemingly Edenic reinvention, however, concealed less blissful realities. The federal government’s failure to adequately assist the newly free population left Magnolia’s former slaves with little choice but to stay on after the Civil War (1861-1865) and toil under their old master. These emancipated men and women beautified

---

¹ Derek Fell, Magnolia Plantation and Gardens (Layton, Utah: Gibbs-Smith, 2009), 14.
² Fell, Magnolia Gardens, 12-14.
the plantation through backbreaking labor, under grueling conditions, for minimal pay. They and other Black laborers worked thereafter as gardener-guides, tending the grounds and shepherding white guests on tours of the property. By the early twentieth century, other estates had adopted the “Magnolia playbook” by reinventing as tourist attractions, relying upon entirely Black workforces, and maintaining whites-only admissions policies. Following the Jim Crow era (c. 1877-1966), these estates ceased using exclusively Black workers and admitting only white guests, but plantation tourism has since shown no signs of slowing down. Drayton’s descendants still own Magnolia and operate it as a tourist attraction, and today it seems as if one cannot throw a rock anywhere in the South without it hitting a plantation that has been remodeled into a public garden, heritage site, bed-and-breakfast, or history museum.

A growing body of scholarship attempts to reckon with the racial dynamics of plantation tourism. In the landmark 1991 study, Representations of Slavery: Race and Ideology in Southern Plantation Museums, sociologists Jennifer Eichstedt and Stephen Small identify what they call the “white-centric” model of history on display at most plantation sites. This model, they argue, tends to downplay slavery, glorify slave-owners, and mythologize antebellum society in order to appeal to a predominantly white customer base, an assessment that applies to Magnolia today. More recent scholarship seeks to challenge such “whitewashing” by recounting plantations from the perspectives of the enslaved. As eye-opening as this discourse is in exposing how plantations in the living present (could) narrate histories of slavery, it fails to see that plantations emerged as tourist attractions in the early Jim Crow era, thereby overlooking the full historicity of the very practice under scrutiny. In the otherwise brilliant Wounds of Returning: Race, Memory, and Property on the Postslavery Plantation, cultural historian Jessica Adams typifies scholarly misconceptions about the onset of plantation tourism when she writes that the “plantation became popular as a film set in the early
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4 Two such sites include Middleton Place, also in Charleston, and the Lewis Plantation and Turpentine Still, located in Brooksville, Florida.


to mid-twentieth century and, later, as a tourist destination.” Such misdating confines plantations’ Black histories to the period of enslavement and ignores the fact that plantation tourism depended upon the continued subjugation of freed men and women not long after abolition. The case of Magnolia makes clear, however, that emancipated workers lived the transition to plantation tourism, contributing in no small part to its commercial success. Their labor—beautifying and maintaining the grounds, interacting with tourists, posing for photographers, etc.—mediated the landscape into a physical and symbolic space of white leisure and adapted the property to the socio-economic realities of America’s burgeoning consumer culture.

How did Magnolia’s former slaves and those workers who were born after abolition face tourism’s exploitative conditions through life-affirming acts of resilience and resistance? The paucity of surviving testimonials from these subjects makes answering this question rather difficult, as does the contrasting abundance of archival evidence attesting to the brutality of slavery and its afterlives. Because of this disparity, literary theorist and cultural historian Saidiya Hartman warns that scholars can easily “reinforce the spectacular character of black suffering” by reiterating the “routinized violence of slavery and its aftermath,” while Katherine McKittrick, a theorist of critical Black feminisms, similarly cautions that scholars run the risk of “analytically reprising [the] violence” of slavery and “reproducing knowledge about black subjects that renders them less than human.” The task, McKittrick notes, is to find ways “to write blackness by ethically honoring but not repeating anti-black violences.” I seek to strike this balance by drawing on the work of Hartman, McKittrick, and historian Tiya Miles, who notes that scholars must practice “imaginative restraint” when attempting to recreate the social worlds and lived experiences of those subjects marginalized in and by the archive. With due caution, I counter-narrate Magnolia from the perspectives of its Black workers, approximating their lived realities from records and research on other enslaved and freed subjects, and projecting their subjective experiences back into period accounts and historical images of the estate. I pay particular attention to how they inhabited the landscape to their benefit, managed interactions with tourists, and

created bonds of support amongst one another. With the site’s workers as my guides, I endeavor to uncover Black Magnolia.

In the Shadows of the Garden

For emancipated Americans, the abolition of slavery represented freedom, hope, and change, but also danger, hardship, and uncertainty. Although Reconstruction (1866-1877) afforded a small minority of the newly free population the ability to attain an education, acquire property, and even open businesses, Magnolia’s former slaves were but a handful of the overwhelming majority who struggled without enduring federal assistance. The government’s failure to follow through on its promise of providing freed men and women with reparations (“40 acres and a mule”) frustrated their efforts to obtain economic independence. “I heard about the 40 acres of land and a mule the ex-slaves would get after the war,” recalled Frances Andrews, a former slave from South Carolina, “but I didn’t pay any attention to it. They never got anything.”

Anne Broome, another former slave from South Carolina, held on to the possibility that reparations would one day come. “Now in our old ages,” she ached, “I hope they lets de old slaves like me see de shine of some of dat money I hears so much talk about.”

The lack of compensation and opportunities for emancipated Americans confined many of them to new forms of servitude under their old masters, many of whom still owned their plantations. “Emancipation left the planters poor, and with no method of earning a living,” observed leading sociologist and historian W.E.B. Du Bois in Black Reconstruction, “except by exploiting Black labor on their only remaining capital – their land.”

While most planters effectively re-conscripted former slaves into unfree labor through sharecropping, Drayton did so through tourism.

With alternative options few and far between, Magnolia’s emancipated workers undertook the backbreaking labor required to cultivate the estate in the manner of an English country garden. This landscaping style had emerged in the eighteenth century
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13 Interview with Anne Broom, South Carolina Slave Narratives, 106.
on English estates as a reaction to the French formal garden that had long been in vogue with the European aristocracy. Unlike the rectilinear, symmetrical order of the jardin à la française (the exemplar of which is Versailles), the more “informal” and “natural” English country garden imitated an idyllic pastoral landscape. It typically consisted of rolling hills beset with groves of trees and decorative lakes or ponds, and some sort of Arcadian “set piece” like a temple, grotto, or recreated ruin. Over time, this style acquired more “gardenesque” elements like carpets of floral varieties, as well as orientalist features like ornamental pagodas. The freed men and women tasked with translating this style to Magnolia beautified the plantation’s systemized rows of rice paddies into expansive, grassy lawns embellished with azaleas and camellias; created a constellation of winsome ponds adorned with little footbridges; laid a series of meandering paths bedecked with charming pergolas and trellises; and performed sundry other tasks that prepared the property into a space of recreation and leisure for white tourists. In so doing, these former slaves erased from the grounds and indeed from public imagination much of the evidence of their enslavement.

Figure 1. Postcard of Magnolia c. 1900-20, hand-colored postcard, approx. 3.5 x 5.5in. C.T. American Art. Source: College of Charleston Libraries, Charleston, South Carolina.

---

Popular media amplified Magnolia’s beautified image and promoted the estate as a spectacular wonderland for white tourists. Dramatic photographs of the site’s Spanish moss-bearded trees and flower-flanked ponds graced several pages of the 1893 publication *Art Work of Charleston*. The 1900 edition of *Baedeker’s Guide to the United States*, then the premier travel publication, urged sightseers: “No one in the season (March-May) should omit to visit the...Gardens of Magnolia (reached by railway or steamer), on the Ashley, the chief glory of which is the gorgeous display of the azalea bushes, which are sometimes 15-20 ft. high and present huge masses of vivid and unbroken colouring.” In the early twentieth century, Detroit Publishing Company mass-produced and circulated colored postcards of the estate around the country to prospective visitors (figs. 1 and 2). The estate was even promoted as a glamorous destination in a 1938 *Philadelphia Inquirer* advertisement for Chesterfield Cigarettes featuring Metropolitan Opera star and Broadway actress Grace Moore (fig. 3). The cigarette advertisement in particular—which features the rosy-cheeked celebrity wearing an angelic white dress while reveling about the gardens in a scene of neo-Rococo exuberance—suggests the innocence, playfulness, and sentimentality with which white America approached Magnolia, and by extension, the institution of the plantation more generally. The modern phenomena of mass media, consumer culture,

---

and popular leisure thus intersected with landscape design to constitute the plantation’s romanticized visual culture and re-present the estate from a space of Black servitude to one of white fantasy. The Black figure is tellingly absent from these representations. As with most Jim Crow-era tourist sites, Magnolia catered exclusively to white, primarily middle- and upper-class tourists, and was strictly off-limits to African American visitors. This visual culture therefore broadcast the fact that plantation tourism, like plantation agriculture, would maintain what abolitionist Frederick Douglass called “the color line.”

Magnolia’s Black workers did inhabit the landscape, sometimes in ways invisible to whites. Scholars have uncovered the specialized practices the enslaved developed in order to negotiate landscapes of unfreedom, including passing down practical knowledge of plants, roots, and herbs; sharing strategies of terrestrial navigation and celestial wayfinding; creating hidden paths and hiding spots where covert activities could take place; and communicating in code on the “grapevine telegraph” by singing, marking trees, and mimicking animal calls. Although Magnolia’s workers were now free, the ever-present threats of Jim Crow laws and lynching bees, as well as the regular presence of white tourists, may have compelled them to adapt some of these clandestine

---

practices to the property’s new landscape, creating a secret garden-within-the-garden only perceptible and accessible to them. They may have even taken some liberties by arranging a flowerbed here, a tree line there, diverting a path this way and remodeling a bridge that way in order to extend their covert geographies further beyond tourists’ purview. Indeed, the steady stream of visitors trampling everywhere about, paying little to no mind to the site’s human histories, could have compelled Magnolia’s caretakers to create secret spaces or spots that were effectively inaccessible to outsiders: a nondescript grave marker for a child gone too soon, perhaps, or a disguised looking post where workers could surveil visitors and even Drayton himself. This mastery over the landscape, camouflaged though it was, would have allowed former slaves a certain ability to manage interactions with tourists, the least predictable, and most fraught, element of their jobs.

Black Labor, White Leisure

The dynamics between workers and visitors—between Black labor and white leisure—can be gleaned from their face-to-face interactions. Some of Magnolia’s female workers served as guides who led guests like travel writer Frances Duncan on tours of the property. Duncan visited Magnolia in 1907 on assignment for The Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine. The “group of voluble negro guides” the writer encountered must have left quite the impression on her, as she described in detail the guide who accompanied her tour. Duncan found “herself under the wing of an elderly negress, who, with the solicitude of a hen for a brood of incautious chickens, was ushering her little flock along the path.” At some point, though, the writer wandered off and got lost among Magnolia’s hundreds of acres. After a few disorienting minutes, Duncan heard “the sound of approaching footsteps; then the shriek of a whistle.” It was “the ancient negress, who, displeasure in every line of her face and feature, had come to look for the truant escaped from her safe convoy.”

Duncan may have exaggerated this anecdote for dramatic effect, but her account nevertheless captures the dialogic of power relations between workers and tourists. Even though Magnolia’s employees were free, tourism’s conditions of display recommodified their laboring Black bodies into objects of consumption for white spectators. That said, the guides were nominally in charge of guests, and in their supervisory roles possessed some authority, however temporary and tempered, over white folks. Yet the attendants’ power, such as it was, had been vouchsafed them by the Drayton family to protect the gardens from tourists on the family’s behalf, and for that reason, could just as easily have been taken away. Duncan also exhibits the patronizing attitudes and language white Americans reserved for African Americans,

---

and conveys, perhaps unwittingly, the means by which African Americans put up with and tolerated white folks. The guide, whose intimate knowledge of the landscape allowed her to quickly find the writer, communicated her “displeasure” the way an adult might do to a child. Her expression represents writ large how Black America viewed (and often still views) white America: immature, foolish, and reckless. These racial dynamics were further interpolated by guides’ gender and age.

The specific woman Duncan refers to as the “elderly negress” may be the attendant immortalized as “Aunt Phoebe” in a single photograph taken circa 1901 by travel photographer William Henry Jackson (1843-1942). The original black-and-white dry-plate negative shows the employee standing broom-in-hand beside a riot of Magnolia’s famous azaleas (fig. 4). Her outfit—an aproned dress, kerchief, and bandana—evokes the stereotypical outfit of the mammy, a caricature that represented older Black women as nurturing, matronly figures contented with lives of domestic servitude. This characterization colors Duncan’s description of the “ancient negress” who dutifully cared for “her little flock.” Historian Kimberly Wallace-Sanders notes that the mammy’s typical attributes, including her “effortlessly soothing voice, her infinite patience, her raucous laugh, her self-deprecating wit, her implicit understanding and acceptance of her inferiority and devotion to whites—all point to a long-lasting and troubled marriage of racial and gender essentialism, mythology, and southern nostalgia.”

Figure 4. William Henry Jackson, Aunt Phoebe, c. 1901, dry plate negative, 8 x 10in. Magnolia-on-the-Ashley series.
Source: Prints and Photographs Division, Library of Congress.

Perry have analyzed how the mammy stereotype infantilized white Americans, romanticized interracial relations, and burdened Black women with expectations of excessive self-restraint, leaving a lasting imprint on ideas of African American womanhood to this day. What I am interested in is whether Magnolia’s female guides negotiated the “faithful servant” stereotype in order to ensure their employment and livelihood.

To put it more straightforwardly, who was Aunt Phoebe? At the time, “Aunt” was a stereotypical moniker for formerly enslaved women, and “Phoebe” or “Phebe” was particularly common. Writer Essie Collins Matthews formalized such stereotypes in her 1915 book Aunt Phebe, Uncle Tom, and Others: Character Studies Among the Old Slaves of the South, Fifty Years After. Matthews interviewed several “Aunt Phebes” and “Uncle Toms,” the female and male versions of the “happy slave” archetype made famous by author Harriet Beecher Stowe, taking special care to mention the fondness with which they remembered “slavery times.” Jackson could have easily projected the “Aunt Phoebe” character onto the guide and titled the photograph accordingly, with no regard for the woman’s real name.

But what if the attendant played up the persona in accordance with tourists’ expectations? “Aunt Phoebe” was a relatively common character name in minstrel shows, including those performed by African American entertainers. Historians Eric Lott and Rachel Sussman have observed how blackface minstrelsy sublimated America’s “racial unconscious” under the guise of lively entertainment, while anthropologist and writer Zora Neale Hurston, writing some years earlier, noted that many of these racist caricatures were ironically based on Black interpretations of white forms of expression. The “Negro is a very original being,” Hurston insisted in “Characteristics of Negro Expression,” an essay from 1931. “While he lives and moves in the midst of white civilization, everything that he touches is reinterpreted for his own use...His

---

27 For more on the “Aunt” and “Uncle” character-types after slavery see Essie Collins Matthews, *Aunt Phebe, Uncle Tom, and Others: Character Studies Among the Old Slaves of the South, Fifty Years After* (Columbus, OH: The Champlin Press, 1915).
interpretation has been adopted by the white man himself and then re-interpreted.”

If Aunt Phoebe did play up stereotypical associations, she likely engaged in this self-conscious mimicry, with multiple degrees of irony, for her own survival. This is not to say that she took much pleasure from the situation. Returning to Jackson’s photograph, Aunt Phoebe appears stilted and even slightly restive, as if waiting for the photographer to finish. She eyes him as much as he gawks at her. Looking directly at the camera, she squints her eyes, furrows her brow, and purses her lips. Her unswerving stare meets Jackson’s touristic gaze and betrays a growing exasperation. She seems to be thinking, “Will this man hurry up!” This is not the warmhearted countenance of the kindly, ever-patient mammy; this is an expression of annoyance that recalls the displeasure Duncan noticed “in every line” of her guide’s “face and feature.” Tourists may have wanted to see the guides as nostalgic caricatures of Black femininity, but attendants like Aunt Phoebe let visitors know exactly who they were looking at.

What about the guides’ male coworkers? The historical accounts that mention the site’s guides refer exclusively to women, and the sole mass-produced postcard to depict any of the site’s workers shows only Aunt Phoebe (fig. 5). The gendered division of labor that positioned female guides as the public faces of Magnolia seems to have confined the estate’s male workers to more “behind the scenes” roles like groundskeepers, carpenters, and handymen. The relative visibility of female workers and invisibility of male workers cannot be divorced from what journalist W.J. Cash coined the “Southern rape complex” in his 1941 book The Mind of the South. Cash notes that many white Southerners feared the “danger of the Southern white woman’s

---

being violated by the Negro.”31 This racist hysteria ignored the sexual violence perpetrated by white men on Black women and girls and revealed more than anything the sensitivity and insecurity of white masculinity. It rationalized and often occasioned lynching as a highly visible, spectacular form of punishment for those Black men accused of assaulting white women and sexually transgressing racial boundaries. More often than not, these allegations were mere pretenses contrived to justify mob violence. Perhaps the tendency of white folks to mask their violence as victimhood is why the guides treated visitors like “a brood of incautious chickens,” because the workers recognized the danger white guests posed to them. If this were the case, the guide who raced to find Duncan would have been less concerned for the writer than for one of her male coworkers. The lack of legal recourse for African Americans in the Jim Crow South would have made it all the more likely that Magnolia’s employees looked out for one another by engaging in acts of mutual protection and collective security.

Figure 6. William Henry Jackson, The Caretakers, c. 1901, dry-plate negative, Magnolia-on-the-Ashley series; 8 x 10in. Source: Prints and Photographs Division, Library of Congress, Washington DC.

Another photograph of Jackson’s, The Caretakers, highlights six of Magnolia’s employees, four men and two women, including Aunt Phoebe on the right (fig. 6). In this image, no eyes meet the photographer’s camera; the workers look downward and edgeways while holding their tools. They appear less defiant than Aunt Phoebe gazing back at Jackson in her individual photograph, as if submitting as a group to the prying lens. Another interpretation recognizes their averted faces as a refusal to engage the photographer entirely on his terms. In such a reading, the subjects deny Jackson the condescending image of Black servitude by diverting their eyes, turning their heads, and looking anywhere but the camera. Together they engage in what historian Stephanie M. H. Camp calls the “everyday forms of resistance” that enslaved subjects regularly utilized on the antebellum plantation and “that might otherwise appear to be little more than fits of temper.” Some examples include dragging feet, losing tools, and feigning illness.32 Looking at The Caretakers, Magnolia’s workers have adapted such “hidden or indirect expressions of dissent” and “quiet ways of reclaiming a measure of control” to the realities of tourism.33 Whereas before they negotiated the vision of the overseer, they now face the gaze of the photographer. Aunt Phoebe and the others jointly unsettle Jackson’s objectifying intentions and make the photograph less an image of servitude than solidarity. When read against the grain, The Caretakers reminds us that Magnolia’s history can be found in the bonds the site’s workers forged amongst themselves, connections that allowed them to exercise some mastery over the estate.

33 Camp, Closer to Freedom, 2.
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